This paper describes a real-time implementation of adaptive range oversampling processing on the National Weather Radar Testbed phased-array radar. It is demonstrated that, compared to conventional matched-filter processing, range oversampling can be used to reduce scan update times by a factor of 2 while producing meteorological data with similar quality. Adaptive range oversampling uses moment-specific transformations to minimize the variance of meteorological variable estimates. An efficient algorithm is introduced that allows for seamless integration with other signal processing functions and reduces the computational burden. Through signal processing, a new dimension is added to the traditional trade-off triangle that includes the variance of estimates, spatial coverage, and update time. That is, by trading an increase in computational complexity, data with higher temporal resolution can be collected and the variance of estimates can be improved without affecting the spatial coverage.
Introduction
Range oversampling followed with a whitening (or decorrelation) transformation was originally developed (Torres 2001) with the goal of improving the precision of spectral moment and polarimetric variable estimates on pulsed Doppler weather radars. Range oversampling provides more samples for the estimation of meteorological variables; these samples can be transformed (decorrelated) and efficiently used to reduce the variance of estimates and/or reduce the required observation times (dwell times). Theoretical and simulation studies demonstrating the advantages of these techniques (Torres and Zrnić 2003a,b) have been successfully verified on weather data collected with experimental setups and offline signal processing (Ivić et al. 2003b; Torres and Ivić 2005; Choudhury and Chandrasekar 2007; Hefner and Chandrasekar 2008) . However, a real-time implementation of range oversampling processing on weather radars has not been reported to date. Although appealing, a real-time implementation of range oversampling processing may be feasible only on signal processing systems based on modern hardware because of the significantly higher demand for computational power. In this work, we report on a recent real-time implementation of range oversampling techniques that is computationally efficient and leads to faster collection times with little or no sacrifice in data quality.
The need for faster collection times to improve the depiction and understanding of fast-evolving hazardous weather phenomena using radar was recognized over three decades ago (e.g., Miller and Kropfli 1980; Carbone et al. 1985) and has inspired many radar research and demonstration projects (e.g., Wilson et al. 1984; Lin et al. 1986; Qiu and Xu 1996; Wurman 2002; Bluestein and Wakimoto 2003; Zrnić et al. 2007; Heinselman et al. 2008; McLaughlin et al. 2009; Bluestein et al. 2010; Kumjian et al. 2010; Yussouf and Stensrud 2010) . Since 2004, scientists at the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) have been exploring the high-temporal-resolution weather-scanning capabilities of a 10-cm-wavelength, agile-beam, phased-array radar. Located in Norman, Oklahoma, this system is referred to as the National Weather Radar Testbed (NWRT). The interested reader is referred to Zrnić et al. (2007) and Heinselman and Torres (2011) for in-depth technical descriptions of the NWRT hardware and software, respectively. The NWRT is part of the broader multifunction phased-array radar (MPAR) initiative where the use of a single radar system to perform both weather and aircraft surveillance functions is being investigated (Weber et al. 2007; National Academies Press 2008) .
A key capability of phased-array radar technology is the high-temporal-resolution sampling that can be achieved through electronic beam steering. Electronic beam steering enables focused observations of different volumetric regions without the delays that are typically associated with mechanically scanned radar beams. However, electronic beam steering does not solve the fundamental scanning trade-off between spatial sampling, update time, and estimate variance.
1 It is through signal processing that range oversampling techniques add a new dimension to this fundamental trade-off. That is, range oversampling can be exploited to reduce dwell times (i.e., faster scanning) without degrading the variance or spatial coverage of meteorological variable estimates.
Even though range oversampling techniques are suitable for radars with reflector antennas, such as the Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D), electronically steered phased-array radars are an ideal platform for operational implementation. This is particularly true if the goal is to reduce update times because phasedarray radars have no beam smearing or mechanical inertia; thus, they impose no limitations on the radar beam scanning speed. The NWRT obviously meets these criteria, and its digital receiver collects range-oversampled data by default (i.e., it samples at a 60-m spacing with a 240-m pulse). Additionally, the NWRT signal processing cluster is a distributed computing platform, which has more than enough computational power to handle the additional complexity demanded by range oversampling processing.
Motivated by the need for high-temporal resolution data, range oversampling has been running operationally on the NWRT since the spring of 2010. An adaptive algorithm was designed to select processing transformations that lead to lower variances of meteorological variable estimates for varying conditions. The algorithm was tailored for efficiency to ensure compatibility with other required signal processing functions and to minimize the increased requirements for computational power. The real-time implementation of adaptive range oversampling, which is the focus of this work, has led to further reductions of scan update times (up to 2 times) on the NWRT with little or no loss of data quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the theory behind range oversampling processing and motivates the need for an adaptive algorithm.
Section 3 describes the real-time implementation of adaptive range oversampling processing on the NWRT. Specifically addressed are the increased computational complexity and the interaction with other signal processing functions. The final section describes the modification of scanning strategies that led to a reduction of update times by exploiting range oversampling processing. The performance improvements are illustrated on weather data collected with the NWRT.
The path to adaptive pseudowhitening
Whereas conventional sampling of weather radar signals (V) occurs at a rate of t
21
, where t is the duration of the transmitted pulse, range oversampling by a factor of L entails acquiring time series data at increased rates so that L complex samples are collected during the time t. Thus, range oversampling provides more samples without increasing the dwell time. As mentioned before, oversampling in range is feasible with modern commercial single-board digital receivers ). For example, oversampled data are readily available on radar systems that employ software-based digital matched filters, such as the NWRT. On systems that rely on hardwarebased digital matched filters, such as the WSR-88D, the hardware has to be reprogrammed to provide oversampled data. Two methods for processing range-oversampled signals are described next: conventional digital matched-filter processing and range oversampling processing. The section on range oversampling processing is further divided to show the progression from the whitening transformation to the currently implemented adaptive pseudowhitening approach.
a. Digital matched-filter processing
A digital matched filter performs coherent averaging of the range-oversampled data from which autocovariances are estimated. Herein, meteorological variable estimates obtained from these autocovariances are referred to as matched-filter-based (MFB) estimates. For an M-pulse dwell and given range resolution cell the corresponding M matched-filtered samples y are obtained as
where h is the 1 3 L digital matched-filter vector, and V is the L 3 M complex-valued matrix of oversampled time series data. For convenience, we express V 5
T , where the superscript T denotes matrix transposition, and V(l, m) is the signal at the oversampled range index l (l 5 0, 1, . . . , L 2 1) and sample time m. The digital matched filter that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the random signal V is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the normalized range correlation matrix C V (Chiuppesi et al. 1980 ). The normalized rangecorrelation matrix can be obtained from the modified pulse, which depends on the transmitter pulse envelope and the receiver impulse response (Torres and Zrnić 2003a) .
b. Range oversampling processing
In contrast to the digital matched filter, range oversampling processing performs incoherent averaging of transformed range-oversampled data. Transformed samples are used to compute autocovariance estimates for each oversampled range gate (there are L range gates in each range resolution cell). These autocovariances are averaged in blocks of L estimates from which the meteorological variables are computed. Transformed oversampled signals at a given range resolution cell are obtained as
where W is the transformation matrix and X is the transformed time series matrix with the same structure as V. In general, W can be any L 3 L complex-valued matrix that satisfies the ''power-preserving criterion''
where tr(Á) is the matrix trace operation, the superscript * denotes complex conjugation, and C V is the normalized range-correlation matrix.
Estimates obtained from range oversampling processing exhibit lower variances than their MFB counterparts, particularly at high SNR. The variance reduction factor (VRF), defined as the ratio of MFB and range oversampling estimate variances, is useful to quantify the performance of different range oversampling processing transformations. Its value at high SNR, which is denoted by VRF ' , represents the performance of an oversampling processing transformation in a noise-free environment.
1) WHITENING TRANSFORMATION
A special case of W is the whitening transformation (Torres and Zrnić 2003a) 
The large noise-enhancement factor of the whitening transformation is its main drawback; at low SNR, WTB estimates exhibit larger variances than their MFB counterparts. This effect can be quantified in a more meaningful way by the crossover SNR (SNR c ), which is defined as the SNR at which the variance of estimates obtained with range oversampling and digital matched-filter processing are the same (Torres and Zrnić 2003a) . Only at SNRs above SNR c do estimates from range oversampling processing have a lower variance than those from matchedfilter processing. The effectiveness of range oversampling transformations below and above the SNR c suggests a straightforward means to mitigate noise enhancement effects. As suggested by Torres and Zrnić (2003a) , a simple adaptive technique can use an estimate of the SNR to select the better processing option based on a priori knowledge of SNR c . That is, range oversampling processing is used at SNRs above SNR c , and matched-filtering processing otherwise. Hence, the higher the SNR c , the narrower the range of SNRs for which range oversampling processing adds any value.
2) FIXED PSEUDOWHITENING TRANSFORMATION
As mentioned before, WTB processing achieves maximum variance reduction at high SNR but results in the largest noise enhancement, that is, the highest SNR c . Unfortunately, if using the simple adaptive algorithm based on SNR c described above, then the range of effectiveness for whitening is limited. To mitigate this limitation, pseudowhitening (or partial whitening) transformations were recommended by Torres et al. (2004a) as a means to trade less noise enhancement (i.e., a lower SNR c ) for a smaller variance reduction factor at high SNR.
In the general framework of pseudowhitening processing, the transformation matrix is defined as (Torres et al. 2004a )
where g is the transformation gain, S 1 is a diagonal realvalued matrix, and P is a unitary matrix from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of H (defined above as the matrix square root of C V 
21 , where a is the sharpening parameter that controls the degree of pseudowhitening (Torres et al. 2004a) . As a varies from 0 to 1, W ranges from nearly equivalent to a matched filter to a whitening transformation. Herein, meteorological variables obtained using a fixed pseudowhitening transformation are referred to as pseudowhitening transformation-based (PTB) estimates. With this formulation, the NEF defined in (4) becomes Figure 1 shows the standard deviation of signal power estimates as a function of the SNR measured at the output of the digital matched filter. Signal power estimatesP were obtained with MFB, WTB, and PTB processing of simulated weather signals (Zrnić 1975) with a range oversampling factor of L 5 4. Statistics were produced from 100 000 realizations of time series data with M 5 12 samples at the typical NWRT long pulse-repetition time (PRT) of T s 5 3 ms and a frequency of f 5 3.2 GHz. Weather signals were simulated with zero Doppler velocity and 4 m s 21 spectrum width. For these conditions, the standard deviations of MFB, PTB (a 5 0.9), and WTB power estimates at high SNR can be read from the plot as 1.17, 0.68, and 0.62 dB, respectively. Thus, VRF ' for PTB and WTB processing (after conversion to linear units) are about 3.4 and 4, respectively. The SNR c values for PTB and WTB power estimates are about 5 and 10 dB, respectively. As expected, a whitening transformation results in a maximum variance reduction factor of L but the highest SNR c . Compared to whitening, this specific pseudowhitening transformation based on a sharpening filter with a 5 0.9 trades a reduction of the SNR c by a factor of 2 for a 15% smaller VRF ' .
Compared to choosing only between MFB and WTB processing, adding PTB processing as a third option helps reduce the estimate variances for intermediate SNRs. For SNRs between 5 and 18 dB, PTB estimates are more precise than both their MFB and WTB counterparts. Still, MFB processing remains the preferred choice at low SNRs (less than 5 dB) and WTB processing is best at high SNRs (more than 18 dB) but only marginally better than PTB processing.
3) ADAPTIVE PSEUDOWHITENING

TRANSFORMATION
We could proceed by adding more pseudowhitening transformations into the mix; these would lead to more precise estimates within particular SNR intervals. In fact, the best performance would be attained by choosing from an infinite number of pseudowhitening transformations because for every combination of signal parameters (e.g., SNR and normalized spectrum width), there is an optimum pseudowhitening transformation that minimizes the variance of estimates (Torres et al. 2004a) . However, optimum performance in terms of minimum variance of estimates is tied to signal characteristics that are not known a priori; hence, the ideal solution involves an adaptive algorithm that dynamically chooses the best pseudowhitening transformation. Such an adaptive pseudowhitening algorithm is discussed next. Herein, meteorological variable estimates obtained using the optimum and adaptive pseudowhitening transformations are referred to as optimum pseudowhitening transformation-based (OPTB) and adaptive pseudowhitening transformation-based (APTB) estimates, respectively.
The adaptive pseudowhitening algorithm starts with the previously mentioned optimum pseudowhitening transformation that minimizes the variance of meteorological variable estimates. An expression for the variance of the estimator of a particular spectral moment u can be computed using Eq. (28) from Torres et al. (2004a) ,
where A, B, C, and D are moment-specific constants that depend on the SNR at the output of the digital receiver (SNR 0 ) and the normalized spectrum width (s vn ). The C X S and C X N matrices are normalized range-correlation matrices of the transformed signal, and noise components of C V and can be computed in terms of W and H as C X S 5 W*C V W T 5 W*H*H T W T and C X N 5 W*W T (Torres et al. 2004a ). This assumes that the signal and noise components of V are uncorrelated and the noise is white. On the NWRT, signal power (S), mean Doppler velocity (y), and spectrum width (s y ) are estimated using classical autocovariance processing based on lag-0 and lag-1 autocovariance estimates (Doviak and Zrnić 1993) . The variance expression in (8) is exact for the signal power, but is an approximation based on perturbation analyses for the Doppler velocity and spectrum width . For these variables, the approximations should be sufficiently accurate even though the resulting transformation may be slightly suboptimal. The values of the constants A, B, C, and D are given in Table 1 for the three previously mentioned spectral moment estimators.
To find the optimal pseudowhitening transformation for a particular variable, the variance expression in (8) is minimized as described in Torres et al. (2004a) . This leads to an expression for the transformation [cf. (32) in Torres et al. 2004a] given in terms of the s 1 l by
where s l are the singular values of H. Note that the scaling factor D at the beginning of the generalized variance expression does not appear in the expression for the optimum pseudowhitening transformation. The optimum pseudowhitening transformation is only optimum when SNR and s vn are known exactly, but these values are not known a priori. In contrast, adaptive pseudowhitening uses estimates of SNR 0 and s vn to find moment-specific values of A, B, and C needed in (9). We will show that this leads to a nearly optimal transformation that can be implemented in real time. The first step in adaptive pseudowhitening is to estimate SNR 0 and s vn . For a straightforward implementation, MFB estimates of SNR 0 and s vn are computed from matched-filtered samples using the digital matched filter in (1). Because different estimates may be obtained for different range resolution cells, and (9) is specific to each meteorological variable, a new transformation needs to be computed for each spectral moment and each range resolution cell. That is, the MFB estimates of SNR 0 and s vn are used to calculate moment-specific values of A, B, and C, which are substituted into (9) to find S 1 . Then, at each range resolution cell, a moment-specific transformation W is formed using (5). Finally, a transformed signal matrix X is computed for each meteorological variable, which can be used to produce estimates. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of APTB estimates of signal power compared to MFB, WTB, PTB, and OPTB estimates as a function of the MFB SNR using 100 000 realizations of simulated weather signals with a range oversampling factor of L 5 4. OPTB estimates are included as a reference; they are only available in a simulation environment because they depend on the precise knowledge of signal parameters. Both plots use TABLE 1. Moment-specific coefficients A, B, C, and D in the generalized expression of the variance of estimates using rangeoversampling processing (Torres and Zrnić 2003a) . Respectively, S, y, and s y denote signal power, Doppler velocity, and spectrum width. SNR 0 is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the digital receiver, M is the number of samples in the dwell, L is the oversampling factor, s vn is the normalized spectrum width (s vn 5 s y /2y a ), and y a is the Nyquist velocity. the same simulation parameters that were used in Fig. 1 , except that M 5 4 for the top plot and the VRF is displayed for both instead of the standard deviation. As mentioned earlier, the VRF is the ratio of the variance of signal power estimates using MFB processing to the variance of signal power estimates using range oversampling processing. Thus, VRF values greater than one illustrate performance better than the digital matched filter. At high SNRs, theory predicts that WTB processing should reduce the variance by a factor of L 5 4, which can be clearly seen in both of the plots. Whitening performs well at high SNRs but performs worse than the matched filter at low SNRs, with the same expected SNR c seen in Fig. 1 of about 10 dB. Similarly, PTB processing underperforms WTB processing at high SNRs, but the SNR c is reduced to 5 dB. Both APTB and OPTB processing perform as well as WTB processing at high SNRs and better than MFB processing at low SNRs. The difference between the two can be seen when M 5 4, where OPTB processing outperforms APTB processing at low SNRs. This occurs because the OPTB transformation is computed using the true SNR and s vn , which are unknown when processing real data, whereas estimates are used to compute the APTB transformation. However, the use of estimates for APTB processing instead of the true values for OPTB processing makes only a small difference at low SNRs. Hence, APTB processing is nearly optimal.
Real-time implementation
The main difference between adaptive pseudowhitening and the single transformation processing proposed in previous works is that a meteorological variablespecific transformation is needed at every range resolution cell, which leads to a more complicated real-time implementation. A brute-force approach to adaptive pseudowhitening based on the description from section 2 is presented in this section, but issues with computational complexity and clutter filtering make it less suitable for a real-time implementation. A novel, more efficient approach is then described to address the shortcomings of the brute-force method. The computational complexities of both approaches are compared, and some additional implementation issues are addressed.
a. Brute-force implementation
Even though the brute-force approach was not directly implemented, describing it helps to illustrate the complexities of adaptive pseudowhitening, and it acts as a useful baseline for comparison. The input to the algorithm is the range-oversampled data for a range resolution cell (V), and the outputs are spectral moment estimates. The brute-force steps follow the basic outline given in the previous section: 1) Compute SNR 0 and s vn from MFB autocovariance estimates computed from y in (1). Threshold the s vn value to be above 0.01 and SNR 0 to be above 210 dB. 2) Compute ''optimal'' moment-specific pseudowhitening transformations W(S), W(y), and W(s y ), using (5), (6), and (9) for power, velocity, and spectrum width estimates, respectively, where W(u) denotes the transformation specific to the spectral moment u [as defined in (8)]. 3) Transform the original time series matrix V using the computed moment-specific transformations to produce time series matrices X(S), X(y), and X(s y ) using (2). 4) For each required lag-k autocovariance estimate, compute L range-oversampled moment-specific autocovariances from the corresponding transformed time series matricesR
Required autocovariances are lag 0 from X(S) for power, lag 1 from X(y) for velocity, and lags 0 and 1 from X(s y ) for spectrum width. 5) Compute the required autocovariance estimateŝ (1) by averaging the corresponding L range-oversampled autocovariance estimates from step 4. 6) Compute APTB moment estimates from the spectral moment-specific averaged autocovariances.
The first step adds more computational complexity because MFB data need to be produced from V using a digital matched filter as described in (1). The thresholding of s vn is necessary to avoid an increase in the variance of all APTB estimators resulting from the large errors of the spectrum width estimator at very narrow spectrum widths. Similarly, thresholding SNR 0 avoids issues with unreasonably small SNR 0 values because of estimation error. The key part of the brute-force approach that increases computational complexity is step 3. There is a direct computational effect from having a separate matrix of time series data for each meteorological variable and indirect effects associated with ground clutter filtering and other ancillary signal processing functions. It is these indirect effects that may be the most costly because, in some cases, ground clutter filtering could use more floating point operations than all of the other processing steps combined. The major problem is that the brute-force approach can lead to ground clutter filtering of all three matrices of transformed time series data and the MFB data instead of only filtering V. An alternative is to use a ground clutter filter that outputs a filtered version of V that can then be transformed with moment-specific transformations. This would require either additional computations when using frequencydomain filters 2 or the use of time-domain filters, which may not always be feasible. The preferred approach is to find a way to transform V in such a way that ground clutter filtering only needs to be applied once and any type of filter can be used.
b. Efficient implementation
The novel idea that leads to an efficient real-time implementation is to split up the transformation into two distinct steps. From (5), the first step is the unitary matrix given by P* T , and the second step is a weighting made up of the gain g and the diagonal matrix S 1 . The unitary matrix is the same for all of the transformations, so V can be multiplied by P* T to give a common partially transformed time series matrixX 5 P* T V. The weighting gS 1 can then be computed for each meteorological variable and applied separately. If this weighting were applied to the partially transformed time series data, the ground clutter filter would still need to produce a momentspecific filtered version of the time series matrixX similar to the brute-force approach. The alternative is to apply the weighting step to the autocovariances; this allows nearly any type of filter to be used, including those that produce filtered autocovariances from the Doppler spectrum instead of filtered time series data. That is, the lag-k autocovariance estimateR X (k) from fully transformed data can be computed as the weighted average of the L lag-k autocovariance estimatesR (l) X (k) from partially transformed data,
where
is the length L weight vector. A derivation of the equivalence between the two-step efficient implementation and the brute-force approach given in (10) and the relationship between d and gS 1 can be found in appendix A. In addition to the advantages for computing the required autocovariances, the two-step application of the moment-specific adaptive pseudowhitening transformation allows the ground clutter filter to be applied only once, and any filter can be used, including those that produce filtered autocovariances. A further benefit of the efficient implementation concerns matched-filtered data. Both approaches need matched-filtered data in order to estimate SNR 0 and s vn , but for the efficient implementation, the matched-filtered data are already provided as one of the autocovariances computed from the partially transformed data. This will be explored in more detail as the steps for the efficient implementation are described.
The steps for the efficient implementation are similar to the brute-force approach, but additional improvements simplify the algorithm. For example, with the efficient implementation, the two-step process for computing W using a Cholesky decomposition and an SVD is replaced with a single eigendecomposition. The efficient implementation starts from the normalized range-correlation matrix C V . An eigendecomposition of the Hermitian matrix C V is utilized such that C V 5 U*LU T , where U is the matrix of eigenvectors and L is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues with l 0 $ l 1 $ Á Á Á $ l L21 $ 0. From the Cholesky decomposition of C V 5 H*H T and the singular value decomposition of H 5 PSQ* T , it can easily be shown that U is equal to P (up to multiplication by unit length complex scalars), and also that L 5 S 2 . Next, the elements of the weight vector d can be obtained directly from the eigenvalues of C V . As shown in appendix A, 
where the moment-specific A, B, and C values depend on the estimates of SNR 0 and s vn computed from the matched-filtered autocovariances. The power-preserving factor g can then be computed using the eigenvalues and the equation for g given in (6) as
From these expressions, the moment-specific weight vectors d(S), d(y), and d(s y ) can be obtained. The last step is to show how the matched-filtered covariances can be computed. The digital matched filter was described in section 2 as a scaled version of the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the normalized rangecorrelation matrix C V . The U (or P) matrix contains the eigenvectors, and the first eigenvector corresponds to the largest eigenvalue. Thus, the first row ofX is the unscaled matched-filtered time series data. If the L autocovariances are computed fromX, thenR (0) X (k) (obtained from the first row ofX) is the unscaled, lag-k, matchedfiltered autocovariance. The proper scaling factor can be found by treating the matched filter as a pseudowhitening transformation, such that the first row of the transformed data X is y from (1) and the other rows are zeros. This is equivalent to selecting a transformation matrix with s 
X (k)/l 0 is the appropriately scaled matched-filtered autocovariance.
With all of the machinery in place, the steps of the efficient adaptive pseudowhitening algorithm are given next. As with the brute-force approach, the input to the algorithm is the range-oversampled data for a range resolution cell (V), and the outputs are spectral moment estimates. 1) Compute the partially transformed matrix of time series dataX 5 U* T V, using the U computed from the eigendecomposition of C V . 2) For each required lag-k autocovariance estimate, compute L range-oversampled autocovarianceŝ R (11), and (12). 5) Compute the required autocovariance estimatesR X(S) (0),R X(y) (1),R X(s y ) (0), andR X(s y ) (1) fromR (l)
(1), and the weight vectors from step 4 as shown in (10). 6) Compute APTB spectral moment estimates from the moment-specific averaged autocovariances.
The largest difference between the efficient implementation and the brute-force approach comes in the first few steps. The data are partially transformed in step 1, and any ground clutter filtering can be done between steps 1 and 2 instead of after the moment-specific transformations that are used in the brute-force approach. This greatly simplifies the ground clutter filtering process both in terms of computational complexity and the types of filters that can be effectively utilized. In step 5, the rest of the transformation is applied using the weight vectors computed in step 4. To summarize, the efficient implementation simplifies the ground clutter filtering process and allows nearly any type of filter to be used, which can reduce the computational complexity significantly. The already filtered MFB data are computed as a by-product of the partial transformation, which is simpler than computing it separately. Our tests show that the efficient implementation takes about 4 times as many computations as digital matched filtering, assuming L 5 4, while the brute-force implementation takes about 12 times as many computations. This factor of 3 in computational savings is in addition to any savings from ground clutter filtering. A more detailed analysis of the computational complexity can be found in appendix B.
c. Additional implementation issues
The basic steps for performing adaptive pseudowhitening processing have been presented, but there are a couple of additional issues that need to be addressed for a complete implementation. The first is the effect of these transformations on the noise. The algorithm shows how the autocovariances are computed, but the appropriate noise value needs to be subtracted from the lag-0 autocovariance estimate, or total power, in order to calculate the signal power that is needed in the reflectivity computation. The noise power needs to be adjusted using the NEF from section 2. Although this was introduced as a noise enhancement factor, the factor can be less than 1 and can increase or decrease the noise power depending on the transformation. Based on (7) and using eigenvalues instead of singular values, the moment-specific noise enhancement factor NEF(u) can be computed for each weight vector as
In other words, the NEF is just the sum of the elements of the weight vector. For the MFB case, this reduces to a moment-independent NEF 5 l 21 0 . For the APTB case, the signal power can be computed asŜ 5R X(S) (0) 2 NEF(S)N, where N is the noise power at the output of the digital receiver and NEF(S) is the signal power-specific noise enhancement factor.
The last issue is data censoring (or thresholding). Data censoring is a data quality issue whereby only data from significant weather returns are utilized (e.g., displayed and sent to algorithms) and data from noise-like returns are not. A common way to censor weather radar data is to use an SNR threshold. Data corresponding to signals above a particular SNR threshold are treated as significant, and data below the threshold are treated either as nonsignificant or noise. For adaptive pseudowhitening, this is complicated by the fact that the noise powers are different for each range resolution cell, and the corresponding SNR threshold should be adjusted because of the lower variance of APTB estimates. For our implementation, we chose a simple approach and used the SNR computed from the MFB data and a fixed threshold. This censors the data in the same way as the matched-filter approach, but the estimates that are designated as significant will often have better quality than the ones computed with the MFB data. By taking advantage of the improved estimates from the APTB processing, it may be possible to preserve more data that are considered significant, but this requires additional research that is beyond the scope of this work.
Real data from the NWRT
In spring 2010, the adaptive pseudowhitening algorithm described in the previous section was implemented for real-time operation on the NWRT. The NWRT digital signal processor is a Linux-based distributed-computing system in which a cluster of multiple commercial off-theshelf dual-processor nodes (based on dual-core 3-GHz Intel Xeon processors) communicate via a high-speed interconnect. All signal processing functions are implemented in software using the concept of processing modes and processing blocks, which maximizes code reusability and leads to a rapid development cycle (Heinselman and Torres 2011) . As stated in the introduction, range oversampling techniques can be used to reduce either the variance of estimates or the required observation times. In this section, we use data collected by the NWRT to demonstrate how adaptive pseudowhitening combined with the proper scanning strategy can achieve both faster updates and improved data quality with no loss of coverage. Data are processed to illustrate and compare the performance improvement that was realized after operational NWRT scanning strategies were modified to use adaptive pseudowhitening.
For this example, we will use one of the scanning strategies that was developed for the spring 2010 experiments using conventional matched-filter processing and was later modified to exploit the real-time implementation of adaptive pseudowhitening. The scanning strategy was designed to provide optimized sampling in elevation and azimuth as proposed by Brown et al. (2000) for the WSR-88D. The strategy performs a sequence of elevation scans at 22 unique constant elevations (from 0.58 to 538). For each elevation scan, the azimuth is step-scanned to cover a 908 azimuthal sector with 109 beams that are spaced at half-beamwidth increments.
3 The PRTs were designed so that their corresponding unambiguous ranges are long enough to sample storms with heights up to 18 km above ground level. ''Split cuts'' (Torres et al. 2004b ) are employed at the lower elevation angles (10 elevations below 68) where long PRTs are needed to meet coverage requirements. At each beam, data collected with a long PRT are used to compute reflectivity estimates with no range ambiguity, and data collected with a short PRT are used to compute Doppler velocity and spectrum width estimates on a larger Nyquist cointerval. These may be ambiguous in range but are ''range unfolded'' using the reflectivity from the long-PRT data. The number of pulses per dwell (beam) depends on the PRT(s) at each elevation angle and is chosen such that the data meet WSR-88D operational standards for data quality (NOAA 2006) . For the original NWRT scanning strategy, the total number of beams (2398) and dwell times (determined by the specific PRTs and number of samples) provide a baseline update time of 118.6 s for the entire sector.
On 2 April 2010, the scanning strategy described above was used on the NWRT to sample a severe storm event southeast of Norman. Figure 3 shows plan-position indicator (PPI) displays of reflectivity (left panels) and Doppler velocity (right panels) fields at ;1054 UTC. Data shown in this figure correspond to the lowest elevation scan at an elevation of 0.58. At this elevation, 16 samples using the long PRT (3 ms) and 64 samples using the short PRT (0.8 ms) are collected at each range resolution volume. The total dwell time for each beam is 99.2 ms and 10.8 s for the entire elevation scan. The top and middle panels in Fig. 3 correspond to fields obtained with adaptive pseudowhitening and digital matchedfilter processing, respectively. Both sets of fields were obtained using the same time series data and the same ancillary processing functions described by Torres et al. (2010) , including the novel clutter environment analysis using adaptive processing (CLEAN-AP) algorithm for detection and filtering ground clutter (Warde and Torres 2010 ) and data censoring. The CLEAN-AP algorithm works well with the efficient implementation because it outputs filtered autocovariances. The panels at the bottom of the figure were obtained with adaptive pseudowhitening processing using simulated shorter dwells that match the modified scanning strategy parameters. The scan time reduction is achieved by collecting only 12 samples with the long PRT and 26 samples with the short PRT. For this example, shorter dwell times are simulated by processing a contiguous subset of the data collected originally at each beam. For the lowest elevation scan, the total dwell time at each beam is 56.8 ms and 6.2 s for the entire elevation scan (;43% shorter than with full-length dwells).
The top and middle panels of Fig. 3 are useful to qualitatively assess the performance of adaptive pseudowhitening processing compared to the standard digital matched-filter processing. The smoother texture of reflectivity and Doppler velocity fields on the same sampling grid (range and azimuthal spacing) is an indication that, as expected, the variance of APTB estimates is smaller than their MFB counterparts when using the same dwell times. Alternatively, comparing the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 3 illustrates the improvements that are realized after the scanning strategy was modified to account for the reduced variances from adaptive pseudowhitening. These images depict the benefit of using adaptive pseudowhitening to reduce update times. Although data in the bottom panels could have been collected in 57% of the original time (if a modified scanning strategy were employed), a texture comparison reveals a small improvement in data quality. Similar dwell-time reductions were applied to all the elevation scans of the scanning strategy, with the greatest time savings attained at the upper elevations (above 68) where only a single PRT per elevation scan is used. Compared to the original scanning strategy with MFB processing, the modified scanning strategy with APTB processing results in a 46% shorter update time (63.9 s) with little or no loss in data quality and no change in spatial sampling.
Simulations were conducted to quantitatively evaluate the performance improvement that is realized when using the modified scanning strategy in conjunction with adaptive pseudowhitening. Figure 4 shows the variance reduction factor of APTB power and Doppler velocity estimates as a function of the MFB SNR for different spectrum widths. Simulations were run for the same acquisition parameters used in the 0.58 elevation scan of the original and modified scanning strategies (Table 2 ) and statistics were computed from 100 000 realizations. The VRF was computed between APTB estimates with the modified acquisition parameters and MFB estimates with the original acquisition parameters. Although the total number of samples was reduced by about half, the performance of APTB power estimates using the modified scanning parameters is always better than using original scan parameters and MFB processing in the range of SNRs and spectrum widths depicted in Fig. 4 . The trend of the variance reduction curves toward smaller SNRs would indicate crossover points at negative SNRs. However, this is not relevant because only significant power data (SNR . 2 dB) are used in displays and algorithms. On the other hand, APTB Doppler velocity estimates using modified scan settings are only better than the original data for SNRs above 11.3-13.5 dB, depending on the spectrum width. For SNRs less than 11.3-13.5 dB that are also larger than the significant-return SNR threshold for Doppler velocity of 3.5 dB, the new processing and acquisition parameters could result in a variance increase of up to 2 times (an ;40% increase in standard deviation). However, the advantages of higher temporal data resolution and by-and-large improved data quality obtained with the modified scanning strategy outweigh the performance degradation of Doppler velocity estimates at low SNRs.
Conclusions
An efficient real-time implementation of adaptive pseudowhitening was employed on the NWRT showing that update times could be reduced by about a factor of 2 compared to conventional matched-filter processing with improved data quality under most conditions. Adaptive pseudowhitening addresses the limitations of whitening at low SNRs by choosing a moment-specific transformation FIG. 3 . PPI displays of (left) reflectivity and (right) Doppler velocity fields from data collected with the NWRT at ;1054 UTC 2 Apr 2010. Data are from the 0.58 elevation scan. The original acquisition parameters (long dwells) with (top) adaptive pseudowhitening and (middle) matched-filter processing. (bottom) The (simulated) modified acquisition parameters (short dwells) with adaptive pseudowhitening processing. Acquisition parameters are listed in Table 2 .
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at each range resolution cell that attempts to minimize the variance of the meteorological variable estimators. The transformations are based on the optimal pseudowhitening approach introduced in Torres et al. (2004a) , which minimized the expression for the theoretical variance. The variance expression is exact for the signal power, but is an approximation for the Doppler velocity and spectrum width. Unlike optimal pseudowhitening, adaptive pseudowhitening utilizes estimates of the SNR and normalized spectrum width that are substituted for the true values that are unknown. This leads to a nearly optimal real-time algorithm. Because of drawbacks of the straightforward bruteforce approach to adaptive pseudowhitening, an efficient TABLE 2. Original and modified scanning strategy acquisition parameters for the 0.58 elevation scan (split cut).; M is the number of samples in a dwell and T s is the PRT. Modified acquisition parameters result in a ;43% shorter scan time for this elevation and an overall ;46% shorter total scan time. . In each panel, the VRF is computed between APTB estimates using the 0.58 scan with modified (short dwell) acquisition parameters and the MFB estimates using the original (long dwell) acquisition parameters (see Table 2 ). A gain is realized for VRF . 1; solid gray lines at VRF 5 1 represent no gain with respect to the original implementation.
algorithm was introduced that reduces the computational complexity by a factor of 3 (in the NWRT implementation) along with some other benefits. The main additional benefit is the improvement to the ground clutter filtering process. By splitting the pseudowhitening transformation into two parts, the time series data are only filtered once. In contrast, when using the brute-force approach, either the time series data need to be filtered for each meteorological variable or a very specific type of ground clutter filter needs to be used to produce filtered times series data. This greatly limits the types of filters that can be applied. In addition to more flexibility in ground clutter filtering, the efficient implementation also produces digital matched-filtered time series data as a by-product of the two-part transformation approach. Although the efficient implementation greatly improves on the bruteforce approach, the computational requirements are still increased by approximately the oversampling factor compared to digital matched-filter processing. Even though this is a significant increase in computational complexity, the distributed computing platform utilized for the NWRT signal processor allows for this efficient real-time algorithm to be implemented.
To take advantage of the real-time implementation, scanning strategies were modified to reduce scan update times by about a factor of 2. The improvements realized by these modified strategies were illustrated in section 4 using weather data from the NWRT. The modified scanning strategy parameters were selected with the primary goal of obtaining faster updates with overall comparable data quality. Simulations show that these modified strategies combined with adaptive pseudowhitening lead to signal power estimates that are always better than matchedfilter processing and yield only slightly degraded performance for Doppler velocity estimates at low SNRs. If the velocity estimates need to be improved in this SNR range, longer update times could be traded for further variance reduction. For example, the dwell times of the modified scanning strategy could be increased until the variance of velocity estimates using adaptive pseudowhitening processing equals that of the matched filter with the original scanning strategy parameters at the usual SNR threshold of 3.5 dB. Nevertheless, in most cases, the advantages of higher temporal resolution and better performance at medium and high SNRs should outweigh the decreased performance at low SNR values.
In the future, this technique could be applied to other radar systems, both those using phased-array antennas and those using reflector antennas (e.g., the WSR-88D). Additionally, this work should be able to be easily extended to the estimation of dual-polarization variables Torres and Ivić 2005) . Through signal processing, adaptive pseudowhitening adds a new dimension to the traditional trade-off triangle, which includes variance of estimates, spatial coverage, and update times. By increasing the computational complexity, it is possible to both decrease the update times and improve the variance of estimates without affecting the spatial coverage. reviewers, Dick Doviak, and Igor Ivić for providing comments to improve the manuscript and also the team of engineers and software developers at NSSL that made the real-time implementation of this technique on the NWRT possible. Transformed oversampled signals are obtained as X 5 WV, where W is the transformation matrix and X is the transformed time series matrix with the same structure as V. A partial transformation of V is defined asX 5 P* T V, where P is a unitary matrix from the decomposition of W as W 5 gS 1 P* T , where g is the transformation gain and S 1 is a diagonal real-valued matrix.
To see the equivalence between the two-step efficient implementation and the brute-force approach, the autocovariances calculated from the transformed matrix X can be shown to be identical to appropriately weighting the L autocovariances computed from the rows of the partially transformed matrixX. As described in steps 4 and 5 of the brute-force approach given in section 3, the lag-k autocovariance estimate is obtained as the average of the L range-oversampled autocovariances computed from the rows of X; that is, 
Substituting the expressions for X m given previously and the expression for W from (5), the summation can be rewritten as a weighted dot product,
The vectors in the summation are the partially transformed columns ofX, whereX m 5 P* T V m , and the middle expression of the summation is a diagonal matrix , and thus the l 1 l , are based on the eigenvalues of C V . After replacing the diagonal weighting matrix D with the new weight vector d, the autocovariance of X can be written as a double summation similar to the first step in (A2),
Because d does not depend on M, the double summation can be rearranged aŝ
The final step shows that the autocovariance from X can be expressed as a weighted sum of L range-oversampled autocovariance estimatesR
This provides flexibility in computing moment-specific autocovariances by using appropriate choices for the weight vector d.
APPENDIX B
Computational Complexity of Adaptive Range Oversampling
In this appendix, the computational complexity of adaptive range oversampling using the efficient implementation is compared to that of the brute-force implementation and digital matched-filter processing. The following algorithm analyses are not tied to any specific signal processing architecture or clock rate; only the computationally expensive steps are considered to approximately measure the relative complexity of the different implementations.
Assume that a total of E meteorological variable estimates are computed from an L 3 M matrix of rangeoversampled data, where M is the number of samples along sample time and L is the oversampling factor. For example, E 5 3 for a typical single-polarization radar (i.e., required variables are signal power, Doppler velocity, and spectrum width), and E 5 6 for a dualpolarization radar using the simultaneous transmission and reception mode (i.e., required variables are those for a single-polarization radar plus differential reflectivity, differential phase, and magnitude of the crosscorrelation coefficient). The number of meteorological variables may vary from the typical values depending on the radar mode (e.g., E 5 1 for the surveillance mode, whereby only signal power is needed) or depending on specific processing functions [e.g., E . 3 when employing multiple spectrum-width estimators as part of the hybrid spectrum-width estimator developed by Meymaris et al. (2009)] . In general, each of these meteorological variables is computed as a function of one or more covariance estimates (e.g., the Doppler velocity is a function of the lag-1 autocovariance estimate, and the spectrum width is a function of both lag-0 and lag-1 autocovariance estimates). Let C total be the total number of covariance estimates and C lags be the total number of unique covariance lags needed to compute the E meteorological variables For example, for the NWRT PAR implementation C total 5 4 (i.e., lag 0 for signal power, lag 1 for Doppler velocity, and lags 0 and 1 for spectrum width) and C lags 5 2 (i.e., lags 0 and 1 for the three spectral moments). For a more general result, the computational complexity of the different implementations will be expressed as a function of L, M, E, C total , and C lags .
In the brute-force implementation described in section 3, the computationally expensive steps are (a) digital matched filtering (step 1), (b) oversampled data transformations (step 3), (c) ground clutter filtering, and (d) oversampled covariance computations (step 4). Note that because the meteorological variable estimation process is common to all implementations, it is excluded from the analysis. The digital matched filter in Eq. (1) requires (L 2 1)M complex additions and LM complex multiplications. Each of the required E oversampled data transformations [see Eq. (2)] requires L(L 2 1)M complex additions and L 2 M complex multiplications. Ground clutter filtering is common to all implementations (but with varying degrees of computational complexity) and will be addressed later. Finally, each of the L oversampled covariance estimates requires M 2 k 2 1 complex additions and M 2 k complex multiplications, where k is the covariance lag. Because M ) k, these numbers can be approximated by M. For the implementation on the NWRT PAR, two autocovariance estimates at lag-0 (k 5 0) and two at lag-1 (k 5 1) are needed. The total number of complex additions and complex multiplications excluding ground clutter filtering are listed in Table B1 .
In the efficient implementation, computationally expensive steps are (a) oversampled data transformation (step 1), (b) ground clutter filtering, and (c) autocovariance estimations (step 2). Basic operations in steps a, b, and c of the efficient implementation require the same number of computations as steps b, c, and d of the brute-force implementation, respectively. However, in the efficient implementation the operations in steps a and b are done only once and the operations in step c are done once for each unique autocovariance lag. For the implementation on the NWRT PAR, lag-0 (k 5 0) and lag-1 (k 5 1) autocovariance estimates are needed. Complex additions and complex multiplications are totaled in Table B1 .
The computationally expensive steps of conventional digital matched-filter processing are (a) digital matched filtering, (b) ground clutter filtering, and (c) autocovariance estimations. Basic operations in steps a, b, and c require the same number of computations as steps a, c, and d of the brute-force implementation, respectively. However, for digital matched-filter processing the operations in step b are done only once and the operations in step c are done once for each unique autocovariance lag. The total number of complex additions and complex multiplications for digital matched-filter processing are also listed in Table B1 as a reference.
If the ground clutter filter is not applied, the results in Table B1 can be used to estimate the reduction in the number of computations afforded by the efficient implementation as compared to the brute-force approach. Reduction factors for complex additions and multiplications are given by
respectively. Note that these factors are independent of M and roughly simplify to E. Specifically, for the NWRT PAR implementation with L 5 4, E 5 3, C total 5 4, and C lags 5 2, the efficient implementation reduces the number of complex additions and complex multiplications by factors of 2.75 and 2.83, respectively. Both of these factors are very close to the rough estimate of 3. Table B1 can also be used to assess the increased computational requirements of adaptive range oversampling relative to digital matched-filter processing when the ground clutter filter is not applied. Whereas   TABLE B1 . Total number of complex additions and complex multiplications for the brute-force and the efficient implementations of adaptive range oversampling excluding ground clutter filtering and the conventional digital matched-filter processing; M is the number of samples along sample time and L is the range oversampling factor; C TOTAL and C LAG are the numbers of covariance estimators and unique covariance lags to estimate E meteorological variables, respectively.
Complex additions Complex multiplications
Adaptive range oversampling, brute-force implementation (EL 1 1)(L 2 1)M 1 C total LM (EL 1 1 1 C total )LM Adaptive range oversampling, efficient implementation (L 2 1 1 C lags )LM (L 1 C lags )LM Digital matched-filter processing (L 2 1 1 C lags )M (L 1 C lags )M the brute-force implementation of adaptive range oversampling requires EL times more complex operations than digital matched-filter processing (12 times more for the NWRT implementation), the efficient implementation only requires an L-fold increase (4 times more for the NWRT implementation). The computational complexity of the ground clutter filter depends on the specific technique; but it can be argued that it outweighs that of the transformation and estimation steps described above. In fact, the mere estimation of the Doppler spectrum using the periodogram estimator has a computational complexity of O(M logM) (in big-O notation), and this must be done once for digital matched-filter processing but L times for each transformed oversampled set for either implementation of adaptive range oversampling. Thus, without including any of the additional filtering operations, the number of complex operations for ground clutter filtering dominates compared to the other steps. Hence, it can be used solely as a measure of the computational complexity for the different implementations. Because a spectral ground clutter filter B1 has to be applied to E sets of transformed oversampled data in the brute-force implementation, it takes E times more complex operations to filter the ground clutter with the brute-force implementation than with the efficient implementation where the filter is applied to one set of transformed oversampled data, and EL times more compared to digital matched-filter processing where the filter is applied just once.
In summary, whether the ground clutter filter is applied or not, the efficient implementation increases the computations by a factor of L compared to digital matchedfilter processing, but reduces the number of computations by roughly a factor of E compared to the brute-force approach.
